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INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the development of propulsion, material and control technology, the hypersonic air-vehicle, as an advanced aerial air-vehicle, has been becoming the wide focus of various global military powers [1] . As the hypersonic air-vehicle experiences a large scope of height and speed in the flight, and is strictly constrained by heat proof, structure, dynamic pressure, overload, and so on. Meanwhile, the hypersonic flight trajectory is very sensitive to the change of parameters, which largely tests the trajectory optimization technology of hypersonic air-vehicle [2] . The trajectory optimization method can be generally divided into analysis method and numerical method [3] , of which the former is effective to simple linear system, but generally not adaptable to complex non-linear system. So the current research focuses on the latter. According to different conversion method, the numerical method can be sub-divided into direct and indirect method. Recently, the indirect method mainly studies how to efficiently solve the boundary value of two points. Hao Zhou uses maximum value problem to obtain the first order necessary condition for optimal trajectory and applies genetic algorithm to solve the boundary value of two points in the trajectory optimization design of hypersonic air-vehicle. Jisong Zhao, et al. convert the optimal soft landing of fuel to boundary value of two points in free terminal time, and uses linear perturbation method for solution based on a technology of initial value guess to obtain the optimal soft landing trajectory [5] . Roger L. Barron, et. al. propose an improved indirect method used for trajectory optimization for taking off and landing of unmanned air-vehicle, and conduct comparative analysis on the traditional indirect method [6] . Pseudo spectral method is a hot spot of research in recent years. Bei Hong, et al. study the fast optimization problem of gliding trajectory based on hp self-adaption pseudo spectral method [7] . This method incorporates the global pseudo spectral method and finite element method. It is found from its comparison with simulation result from Gauss pseudo spectral method that this method has many advantages such as fast convergence method, insensitiveness to initial value and high robustness. Maj Gerald C. Cottrill, et al. incorporate the Gauss pseudo spectral method into uniform multinomial interference to solve the random optimal control problem with constant interference item. There are multiple constraints in the process of hypersonic flight, such as uncertainty of flight environment, thermal current, dynamic pressure and overload. The trajectory optimization of hypersonic air-vehicle is facing with a great challenge. This article studies the direct shooting method, the Gauss pseudo spectral method and sequential gradient-restoration algorithm, among which the direct shooting method simply makes the control variables discrete in the time domain, and obtains the status value by explicit numerical integration; Gauss pseudo spectral method makes the status variable and control variable discrete in a series of Gauss points, and constructs multinomial to approximate to the status and control variable by taking the discrete points as the nodes; sequential gradient-restoration algorithm uses iteration to meet the constraints and minimize the increment of initial value of control and status variable in order to constantly approximate to the optimal solution on condition that the constraints meet first order approximation. Finally this article conducts a numerical simulation by taking the diving segment of hypersonic air-vehicle as an example for comparative analysis on those three algorithms respectively from, such as, the initial value selection, constraint handling, convergence speed and calculation accuracy. The simulation result indicates Gauss pseudo spectral method is a method with fairly good comprehensive performance. To compare the merits, flaws and adaptation of different optimization algorithm, this article uses respectively direct shooting method, Gauss pseudo spectral method in the direct method and sequential gradient-restoration algorithm in the indirect method to conduct an optimization analysis on minimum time problem in the diving segment of hypersonic air-vehicle, and comprehensively considers multiple constraints such as dynamic pressure, overload, angle of attack and route angle of terminal flight.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM
The general optimal control problem can be described as: determine the allowable control ( ) to transit a system confirmed by a differential equation set from a given initial status to terminal status, minimize the performance index function J and meet the specified constraints. Its mathematic description is as follows: 
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Among which, ( ) 
Direct shooting method + secondary planning of sequence
The direct shooting method is the most common one in the direct method that simply makes the control variables discrete in the time domain; obtains the status value by explicit numerical integration and further obtains the performance index and constraint value. However, due to its sensitiveness to initial value and great computational burden, each time of iteration requires integration for the status variable, and it is just suitable for optimal control problem with less requirement of accuracy. The direct shooting method can be used to approximately convert the optimal control problem in finite dimension to non-linear planning problem, and use secondary planning of sequence to solve the non-linear planning problem above. The detailed calculation procedure is as shown in the figure 1. 
Gauss pseudo spectral method
Gauss pseudo spectral method is a direct point collocation method based on global interpolation multinomial and, compared to regular direct point collocation method, has less nodes and higher accuracy [9] . Gauss pseudo spectral method makes the status and control variable discrete in a series of Gauss points, and constructs Lagrange interpolation multinomial to approximate to the status and control variable by those discrete points.
(1)Approximate status variable and control variable of global interpolation multinomial (confirmed Gauss points)
Set K-order Legendre-Gauss pint and 0 1 W as the nodes to construct K+1 Lagrange interpolation multinomial , 0, ,
, , which will be taken as the primary function to construct approximate expression of status and control variable, namely:
(2)Dynamics differential equation (confirmed Gauss differential matrix)
The approximation of status variable can be realized by global interpolation multinomial, and the approximation of its derivative can be realized by derivation of Lagrange interpolation multinomial in order to convert the dynamics differential equation constraint to algebra constraint, which is:
(3)Terminal status constraint (confirmed Gauss weight)
The optimal control problem generally includes terminal status constraint. Make the terminal constraint discrete and use Gauss integration for approximation, and then we get:
(4) Approximation of performance index function Approximate the integration item in Bolza-type performance index function with Gauss integration and the performance index function will be obtained:
(5) hp self-adaptation Gauss pseudo spectral method hp self-adaptation Gauss pseudo spectral method uses double-layered strategy to determine the number of collocation points in each refined segment and the order of interpolation multinomial to meet the customized accuracy requirement from users. The selec- tion of interpolation multinomial on each segment is the same as that for gauss pseudo spectral method.
hp self-adaptation Gauss pseudo spectral method incorporates the advantages of Gauss pseudo spectral method and hp-type self-adaptation finite element method that allows refinement of segments, and the length h of segment and the order p of interpolation multinomial will be changed according to the need in iteration process. Compared to gauss pseudo spectral method, this method costs less calculation time and memory occupancy but gets more accurate solution.
SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM
Sequential gradient-restoration algorithm is composed of gradient and restoration. This method uses uniform optimal conditions without deduction of adjoint equation and transversal condition, which facilitates the realization of modularization. Meanwhile, due to the restoration stage, this method is insensitive to initial value.
(1) Approximation of first order gradient
Assuming that the status variable of ( ) t x , control variable of ( ) t u , parameter of S S all meet the general solution of optimal control problem, then
and 'S S are their increments respectively relative to the optimal solution. Now we define the vector A , vector B and vector C as follows:
Then we obtain the approximation model of first order gradient for the optimal control problem in previous section according to Euler equation and first order variation, which is: 
As given a status variable, control variable and parameter that meet the status equation and constraint, and solving the equation (9) We may also get the corresponding restoration model according to first order variation and optimal control theory as follows: 
Therefore, we can definitely reduce e P to the certain accuracy by a certain method to constantly solve the equation (11) 
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Where, e P and e Q represent respectively the satisfaction condition of constraint and optimal condition, and there will be 
Where, 1 u is the auxiliary control variable of angle of attack, and the treatment method is the same as that for angle of heel and fuel equivalence ratio. As the process constraint obviously contains the control variable, the algorithm will have a strong robustness and convergence. As the process constraint S does not obviously contain the control variable, the algorithm will not ensure its convergence, so we shall reasonably convert the process constraint.
As the dynamic pressure constraint is an inequality constraint obviously without control variable, it shall be converted to equation constraint obviously with control variable. Introduce the auxiliary status variable of y and auxiliary control variable of F , and meanwhile conduct the non-dimensionalization, we may obtain: 
The overload constraint obviously contains control variable, so we may simply convert it to equation constraint. Introduce the auxiliary control variable o and non-dimensionalize it, and then we may obtain: Non-dimensionalization motion equation [11] of unpowered diving segment for hypersonic air-vehicle in positional coordinates is as follows: 
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the geocentric latitude. In the non-dimensionalization process, we take the non-dimensionalization factor of geocentric distance and time as respectively e r and r g e e ; the non-dimensionalization of angle and quality is not necessary. Ignoring the earth rotation and oblateness, the American standard atmosphere model USSA76 is taken as the atmosphere model.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In terms of the given optimization model of trajectory with multiple constraints in the diving segment of hypersonic air-vehicle, we use the direct shooting method, Gauss pseudo spectral method and sequential gradient-restoration algorithm respectively to solve the minimum time problem, where the parameters planning problem obtained by conversion from direct shooting method and Gauss pseudo spectral method is solved by secondary planning of sequence. The detailed simulation parameters are displayed in table 1.
Simulation result is in figure 3-6: It is concluded from the simulation result above: 1. Though easily realized, the direct shooting method is sensitive to initial value with slow convergence speed and low accuracy;
2. The gradient-restoration algorithm is a trajectory optimization method based on gradient calculation with high calculation speed and high convergence accuracy;
3. The gradient-restoration algorithm is sensitive to the non-linear of model, and the non-linear change of model parameters will generally lead the gradient solution of algorithm to emerge singular point, which makes the curve of simulation result have cusp point; 4. The gradient-restoration algorithm currently cannot efficiently treat the change rate constraint of control variable, whereas the direct shooting method and Gauss pseudo spectral method does not have this problem, and Gauss pseudo spectral method has the smoothest curve;
5. The discrete Gauss point of Gauss pseudo spectral method is a relatively complex process that requires initial value generator. The consequent planning method of solution is relatively simple, and the initial value selection of gradient-relative algorithm is the simplest.
CONCLUSION
This article first introduces the basic categorization of trajectory optimization method and general description of optimal control problem, fully introduces the direct shooting method, Gauss pseudo spectral method in direct method and principle of procedure of sequential gradient-restoration algorithm in the indirect method, gives optimization model of trajectory with multiple constraints in the diving segment of hypersonic air-vehicle and finally use those three methods for numerical simulation analysis by taking the diving segment of hypersonic air-vehicle as the background.
It is found from the simulation result that Gauss pseudo spectral method is better than the other two algorithms in the initial value selection, constraint treatment, calculation speed, convergence accuracy, and so on.
The improvement of optimization algorithm is not only related to the algorithm itself, but also in close relation to the improvement of the procedure realization mode, initial value selection and QP algorithm as well as the optimized objective, model, and so on. Therefore, as we conduct research on and realize the trajectory optimization technology, the knowledge of comprehensive mathematics, computer, background object and other fields is required. We shall consider the universality and also its specialty in order to constantly increase the efficiency, accuracy and applicability of trajectory optimization algorithm.
